C-632X Cabinet

The C-632X consists of the CB-63X cabinet base, the C-15X cabinet, and two C-63X cabinets. This cabinet is a space saving, efficient addition to the modern store with a lobby type sales area. It requires a minimum amount of space, but does a maximum job merchandising a wide variety of products in 126 clear drawers. An additional 15 large, high impact drawers located in the bottom section provide ample space for large or heavy items.


Materials List:

1. CB-63X cabinet base
2. C-15X cabinet assembly (contains 15 drawers and 30 dividers)
3. C-63X cabinet assemblies (each cabinet contains 63 drawers and 189 dividers)
4. 12 M5 x 0.8 wing nuts
5. 2 M6 x 1 plastic knobs
6. 24 Washers
7. 8 M5 x 0.8 bolts, 45mm length
8. 4 M5 x 0.8 bolts, 60mm length

Tools Required:

- 8 mm wrench

Assembly Instructions on reverse
Assembly Instructions:

**Step 1** - Insert the two knobs into the feet of the CB-63X cabinet base from the bottom as shown in Figure A.

**Step 2** - Stand the CB-63X cabinet base up on its side as shown in Figure B.

**Step 3** - Lay the C-15X fifteen drawer cabinet on its side positioned against the CB-63X cabinet base as shown in Figure C. Remove the bottom left and bottom right drawers as shown in Figure D.

**Step 4** - Make sure the bolt holes in the base and the cabinet are aligned. Secure the C-15X cabinet to the CB-63X base using the (4) 60mm length bolts, (8) washers, and (4) wing nuts as shown in Figure E. Do not fully tighten them yet.

**Step 5** - Stand the assembly back up on the feet of the CB-63X cabinet base. Make any adjustments necessary to ensure the C-15X cabinet is even on the CB-63X base and then tighten the bolts. Adjust the plastic knobs on the front of the CB-63X base so that the cabinet assembly is level or has a slight backwards lean to prevent it from falling forward and to keep the drawers from sliding out. Place the C-15X drawers that were removed back in the cabinet. See Figure F.

**Step 6** - Place the first C-63X sixty-three drawer cabinet on top of the C-15X cabinet. Remove the top left and top right drawers from the C-15X cabinet. Next, remove the drawers from the bottom left and bottom right of the C-63X cabinet as shown in Figure G.

**Step 7** - Make sure the bolt holes in both cabinets are aligned. Secure the first C-63X cabinet to the top of the C-15X cabinet using the (4) 45mm length bolts, (8) washers, and (4) wing nuts as shown in Figure H.

**Step 8** - Repeat step 7 to secure the second C-63X cabinet to the top of the first C-63X cabinet using (4) 45mm length bolts, (8) washers, and (4) wing nuts. Insert the black drawer dividers into the slots in the drawers to separate the drawers into sections as desired. Replace any drawers that were removed to complete the cabinet assembly.